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GATEWAYTM ALL-IN-ONE :: Design BUSK+HERTZOG
GatewayTM All-In-One is a natural addition to the ever-expanding and versatile GatewayTM Collection giving enormous
scope for the widest range of height-adjustable workstations and table configurations thus providing a consistent design
aesthetic throughout modern workplace environments. Built around a minimalist, functional approach, with clean lines
and carefully selected details, GatewayTM All-In-One is a workstation solution with storage in a contemporary exclusive
design. GatewayTM All-In-One innovatively combines workspace surfaces that height adjustable with a push of a button
with built-in personal storage and power that can be used for private offices or open office plans. This functional, yet
flexible offering is ideal for double and face-to-face configurations, making this collection the perfect solution for teaming
environments.
This new desk is adding new possibilities to the already extensive GatewayTM range. It is a sleek and modern workplace
solution that can be used as an integrated storage, caddy, desktop solution for the elegant private office or an option for
the open office where design and visual identity is a high priority. The vast number of finish options for both the base,
the table top and the caddy makes it adaptable for any thinkable interior design concept or cooperate identity. This
without compromising functionality or ergonomics.
“A really good design often is something very simple and obvious”- B+H

About Busk+Hertzog
Flemming Busk and Stephan Hertzog formed their successful studio in Denmark in 2000. To date their studio has won
more than 75 of the most prestigious international design awards, including “best of Best” Red Dot Awards, IF Awards
and Good Design Awards, making them the most award-winning Danish designers of their generation. Several of their
designs are part of permanent exhibitions at design museums around the world. Busk+Hertzog’s design characteristics
are sculptural, clean lines and a simple expression with minimal embellishment. Busk+Hertzog follow the philosophy that
every decorative thing should also have a practical utility. That is how both designers combine practical and exclusive
elements to exceptional design The design duo is now based in London.
Established in 1968, Nienkämper is an internationally recognized designer and manufacturer of fine office furniture.

Recognized as one of the 50 Best Managed Companies in Canada each year since 2009, Nienkämper is committed to
being at the forefront of innovation; collaborating with forward-thinking designers; and pushing the boundaries of
technology. Excellence from design to delivery. Please visit www.nienkamper.com
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